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We consider non-degenerate binary recurring sequences with positive discriminant,
relatively prime parameters, and whose initial terms satisfy a certain divisibility condi-
tion. Assuming that the ABC conjecture is true, we show that the powerful part of
the terms of the sequence remain ‘‘small.’’ In particular, such sequences have only
finitely many terms which are powerful numbers.  1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
There have been many articles in the literature which study the arithmetic
structure of terms in binary recurrence sequences. Some notable examples
of such sequences are those of Fibonacci numbers, and of Lucas numbers.
The determination of the arithmetic structure of terms in these sequences
is a tantalizing problem. It is known that terms of these sequences satisfy
many interesting identities and divisibility properties (see [4]). On the
other hand, there are many questions which remain open. Numerical investiga-
tions indicate that for sequences with positive discriminant, and for indices
which are not too small, the corresponding terms appear to be the product
of a large squarefree number and a small powerful number (an integer n is
powerful if p2 divides n whenever a prime p divides n). Very little has been
proved in this direction. For example, if Fk denotes the k th Fibonacci
number, we have the following sampling of terms with their factorizations:
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F121=89 } 9741581346638144596089
F122=4513 } 555003497 } 5600748293801
F123=2 } 2789 } 59369 } 68541957733948701
F124=3 } 557 } 2417 } 3010349 } 3020733700601
F125=53 } 3001 } 158414167964045700001
F126=23 } 13 } 17 } 19 } 29 } 211 } 421 } 1009 } 31249 } 35239681
F127=27941 } 5568053048227732210073
F128=3 } 7 } 47 } 127 } 1087 } 2207 } 4481 } 186812208641
F129=2 } 257 } 5417 } 8513 } 39639893 } 433494437.
The theory of linear forms in logarithms has been used to prove that only
finitely many terms in such sequences can be perfect powers (see [12, 10]).
Moreover, there are several papers which deal with estimating the largest
squarefree factor of terms in recurrence sequences (see the notes at the end
of Chapter 3 in [13]). In short, the results on this problem give a lower
bound which is slightly larger than linear in the index, while the ‘‘truth’’ is
more likely to be that the largest squarefree factor of a term in a binary
recurrence sequence with positive discriminant grows exponentially in the
index.
The purpose of this paper is to show how the ABC conjecture implies the
expected behavior of the arithmetical structure of terms in binary recurrence
sequences with positive discriminant. Based on a slightly weaker formulation,
due to Oesterle [9], Masser [5] gave the following refinement, now referred
to as the
ABC Conjecture. For every =>0 there exists K>0 (depending on =)
such that if a, b, c are non-zero pairwise relatively prime integers with
a+b+c=0, then
max[ |a|, |b|, |c|]Kr1+=,
where r=rad(abc)=>p | abc p, and p denotes a prime integer.
For more details on this conjecture and its consequences, the reader
should consult [13; 7, Sect. 1.6; 8; 15].
It is easy to see that an integer n is powerful precisely if n can be written
in the form n=a2b3 for some integers a and b. Furthermore, every positive
integer n can be written uniquely in the form n=sq, where s is a squarefree
integer, q is a powerful number, and gcd(s, q)=1. We say that q is the
powerful part of n, and use the notation q=w(n).
Finally, for every prime p, the p-adic valuation shall be denoted by vp .
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1. A FIRST CONSEQUENCE OF THE ABC CONJECTURE
(IN PARTICULAR TO SOLUTIONS OF PELL EQUATIONS)
Let R>0 be a squarefree integer, let A, B, E be non-zero integers such
that gcd(A, ER)=gcd(B, ER)=1. For h, k2, let
S[(x, y) | x1, y1, gcd(x, y)=1,
Axh+Byk=EC, where rad(C) | R].
For M>0 define
SM={(x, y) # S } } x
h
yk
+
B
A }>M= ,
and for =>0, K>0, define
S=, K=[(x, y) # S | w( y)>Ky=].
Lemma 1 (Assuming the ABC Conjecture). Let =>0 and M>0. Then
there exists K>0, depending on =, M, A, B, E, R, h, k, such that
S=, K SM .
Proof. Let h$=wh2x and
$={
hk&h$&1&k
h+k
=
hk&h&k
h+k
=
for h odd
for h even,
so that $>0.
If (x, y) # S, then Axh+Byk=EC, with rad(C) | R, and hence
gcd(Axh, Byk, EC)=1. By the ABC conjecture, there exists K1=K1($) such
that
|B| yk<K1\1+$,
where \=rad(AxhBykEC)|ABE| Rx } rad( y).
We write y=st2u3, where s is squarefree, gcd(s, tu)=1, so that w( y)=
t2u3 is the powerful part of y, and hence rad( y)stu. If (x, y)  SM , then
|xhyk+BA|M, and so xhyk|BA|+M. Let K2=K1( |ABER| )1+$|B|,
then
(st2u3)kh<K h2 \}BA }+M+
1+$
} yk(1+$)(stu) (1+$) h.
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Letting K3=K h2( |BA|+M)
1+$, then
shk&k&ht2hk&h&2ku3hk&h&3k<K3s(h+k) $t(h+2k) $u(h+3k) $.
We note that hkh+k. If h=2h$, then
(t2u3)hk&h$&k<K3(st2u3)(h+k) $,
and so w( y)<K4 y=, where K4=K 1(hk&h$&k)3 . If h=2h$+1, we obtain
similarly
(t2u3)hk&h$&1&k<K3 y(h+k) $,
hence w( y)<K5 y=, where K5=K 1(hk&h$&1&k)3 . Let K=max[K4 , K5], then
in both cases, if (x, y) # S"SM , then (x, y)  S=, K , and so S=, K SM . K
We observe that if R+1 and max[h, k]3, then by the well-known
theorem of Siegel, the set
[(x, y) | x, y1, gcd(x, y)=1, and Axh+Byk=E]
is finite. If h=k=2, then we are in the situation of Pell equations, and we
note that the solutions of such equations are precisely terms in certain
classes of binary recurrence sequences.
Let A, B, E be non-zero integers such that gcd(A, E)=gcd(B, E)=1,
and let
S[(x, y) | x, y1, gcd(x, y)=1, and Ax2+By2=E].
Theorem 1 (Assuming the ABC Conjecture). For every =>0 there are
only finitely many (x, y) # S with w( y)> y=.
Proof. If (x, y) # S then |x2y2+BA|=Ey2 |A|E|A|. Thus, SE|A|
=<. By Lemma 1, given =>0, there exists K>0 such that S=2, K=<,
that is, w( y)Ky=2 whenever (x, y) # S. For y sufficiently large, it follows
that w( y) y=. K
As an immediate consequence we have
Corollary 1 (Assuming the ABC Conjecture). The set [ y1 | (x, y) # S
and y is powerful] is finite.
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2. THE POWERFUL PART OF TERMS IN BINARY
RECURRENCE SEQUENCES
Let P>0, Q{0 be integers such that D=P2&4Q{0 and gcd(P, Q)=1.
Let :, ; be the roots of X 2&PX+Q. Then
:=
P+- D
2
, ;=
P&- D
2
.
Note that if D>0 then :;>1, and if D<0 then |:;|=1.
Let W0 , W1 be integers, not both equal to 0. For each n2, let
Wn=PWn&1&QWn&2 .
Let a=W1&W0; and b=W1&W0:. Then it is easy to see that
Wn=
a:n&b;n
:&;
for every n0.
We define a companion sequence as
W*0=&PW0+2W1 , W*1=&2QW0+PW1 ,
and for all n2
W*n=PW*n&1&QW*n&2 .
Similarly as above, letting a*=W*1&W*0 ; and b*=W*1&W*0 :, it follows
that
W*n=
a*:n&b*;n
:&;
for all n0.
The normalized sequences [Un]n0 and [Vn]n0 are obtained by taking
U0=0, U1=1 and V0=2, V1=P, respectively. From the above definitions
we have that Vn=U*n for all n0.
The invariant of the sequence [Wn]n0 is by definition (see Ribenboim
[11])
I(W)=(W0*)2&DW 20=4(QW
2
0&PW0W1+W
2
1).
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In particular, I(U)=4 and I(V)=4D. Moreover, we have the identity
(Wn*)2&W 2n=I(W) Q
n
for all n0. We note also that gcd(Wn , Q)=gcd(W1 , Q) and gcd(Wn*, Q)
=gcd(W1*, Q)=gcd(W1 , Q) for all n1. In particular, gcd(Un , Q)=
gcd(Vn , Q)=1 for all n1.
Theorem 2 (Assuming the ABC Conjecture). Assume that D>0.
For any =>0, the sets
[n1 | w(Un)>U =n] and [n1 | w(Vn)>V
=
n]
are finite.
Proof. We shall prove the theorem for the sequence [Un]n0 , the proof
for the sequence [Vn]n0 is similar. For n1, define dn=gcd(Un , Vn). As
it is known that dn=1 or 2, define Nd=[n1 | dn=d] for d=1, 2. Let
=>0. For every n1 we have
V 2n&DU
2
n=4Q
n.
First Case. d=1. For n1 define
{Zn=
Vn
2
, 2=
D
4
, E=1
Zn=Vn , 2=D, E=4
for P even
for P odd.
Then
Z2n&2U
2
n=EQ
n,
and gcd(Zn , 2Un , EQn)=1 in both cases. Moreover, Z2n U
2
n&2=E(Q
nU 2n),
and
Qn
U 2n
=
:n;n
((:n&;n)(:&;))2
=
D
(:;)n+(;:)n&2
,
which tends to 0 as n increases, since :;>1. Let M1 be such that
}ZnU 2n &2 }M1
for every n # N1 , and define
S=[(Zn , Un) | n # N1],
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so that
S[(x, y) | x, y1, gcd(x, y)=1, and
x2&2y2=EC, with rad(C) | rad(Q)].
In the notation of Lemma 1, SM1=<, and so there is a K1>0 such that
S=2, K1=<, which means precisely that w(Un)K1U
=2
n for all n # N1 . It
follows that w(Un)U =n for n sufficiently large.
Second Case. d=2. If n # N2 let U$n=Un 2 and V$n=Vn 2, so that
(V$n)2&D(U$n)2=Qn,
and gcd(U$n , DV$n , Q)=1. Also,
(V$n)2
(U$n)2
&D=
Qn
(U$n)2
=
4Qn
U 2n
.
As in the first case, there exists M2>0 such that
} (V$n)
2
(U$n)2
&D }M2 ,
for all n # N2 . Now let
S=[(V$n , U$n) | n # N2],
so that
S[(x, y) | x, y1, gcd(x, y)=1, and
x2&Dy2=C, with rad(C) | rad(Q)].
In the previous notation, SM2=<, hence by Lemma 1 there exists K2>0
such that S=2, K2=<, which means precisely that w(U$n)K2(U$n)
=2 for all
n # N2 . Thus,
w(Un)2w(U$n)21&(=2)K2U =2n
for every n # N2 . Taking N=max[K1 , 21&=2K2], the assertion w(Un)
K1U =2n holds in all cases, from which the result is deduced by letting n be
large enough so that K1U =2n . K
Similar to Corollary 1 we have
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Corollary 2 (Assuming the ABC Conjecture). The sets
[n1 | Un is powerful] and [n1 | Vn is powerful]
are finite.
The following special cases are noteworthy.
(1) P=1, Q=&1. [Un] is the sequence of Fibonacci numbers, and
[Vn] is the sequence of Lucas numbers.
(2) P=2, Q=&1. [Un] is the sequence of Pell numbers, and [Vn]
is the sequence of Pell numbers of the second kind.
(3) For integers a>b1 with gcd(a, b)=1, let P=a+b and
Q=ab. Then
Un=
an&bn
a&b
, Vn=an+bn.
(4) In particular, taking a=2 and b=1, then Un=2n&1 and
Vn=2n+1. For n= p a prime number, we obtain the Mersenne number
Mp=2 p&1. For n=2m, we obtain the Fermat number Fm=22
m
+1. Thus,
for every =>0, the sets
[Mp | w(Mp)>M =p], [Fm | w(Fm)>F
=
m]
are finite. A simple consequence is that only finitely many Mersenne
numbers and Fermat numbers are powerful, although the above results
show more precisely that such numbers are essentially squarefree, with a
very small powerful cofactor. This is closely related to Silverman’s result in
[14] that the ABC conjecture implies an infinitude of primes p for which
2p&11 (mod p2).
Remark. In [6], Mollin proved that only finitely many Fibonacci
numbers are powerful assuming the following.
Alternate ABC Conjecture. Let =>0. Then there are only finitely many
triples (a, b, c) of positive integers satisfying a+b=c, gcd(a, b, c)=1, and
crad(abc)1+=.
Mollin did not relate the two forms of the ABC conjecture. It is clear
that the alternate ABC conjecture implies the ABC conjecture. We provide
a proof of the converse since we could not find it in the literature.
Assume the ABC conjecture, and let =>0 be given. Then there is a
constant K>0 such that c<K } rad(abc)1+=2 for all triples of positive
integers (a, b, c) satisfying c=a+b and gcd(a, b, c)=1. Note that it
immediately follows from this that rad(abc) goes to infinity as c goes to
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infinity. Let c be sufficiently large so that K<rad(abc)=2 for all positive
integers a, b with c=a+b and gcd(a, b, c)=1. It follows that c<rad(abc)1+=.
K
3. A GENERALIZATION
The following technical lemma will be used in this section. It is convenient
to introduce notations. Let A, B, E, R be non-zero integers, A, B, R being
squarefree and R>0. Let
T=T(A, B, E, R)
=[(x, y) | x1, y1, gcd(x, y)=1,
Ax2+By2=EC where rad(C)=R].
Lemma 2. Let A, B, E, R be as above, and assume that gcd(A, ER)=
gcd(B, R)=1. Then there exist non-zero integers, A1 , B1 , E1 such that A,
and B1 are squarefree, A1 | AB, B1 | B, E1 | E, gcd(A1 , E1 R)=gcd(B1 , E1 R)
=1, and there exists a mapping
8: T=T(A, B, E, R)  T1=T(A1 , B1 , E1 , R),
such that if 8(x, y)=(x1 , y1) and Ax2+By2=EC, where rad(C)=R, then
A1x21+B1 y
2
1=E1C, with x1 | x, y1 | y, and xx1|B|
|E|, yy1|B| |E|.
Moreover, the mappings x  x1 , y  y1 defined by 8 are both injective.
Proof. The proof is by induction on |E|. If |E|=1 it is trivial. Let
|E|>1 and put s=gcd(B, E). Then s is squarefree and gcd(A, s)=gcd(R, s)
=1. If s=1, the result is trivial, so assume that s>1. If (x, y) # T, then s
divides x2, hence s divides x, and so by putting A$=As, B$=Bs, E$=Es,
x$=xs, and y$= y, then
A$(x$)2+B$( y$)2=E$C,
and we note that |E$|<|E|, gcd(B$, E$R)=1.
If gcd(A$, E$R)=1, we take A1=A$, B1=B$, E1=E$, and 8(x, y)=
(x1 , y1), with x1=x$, y1= y$, and the lemma is proved for this case.
We assume now that gcd(A$, E$R)=gcd(s, E$)=u>1, and set s=uz, so
that gcd(u, z)=1. Since gcd(B$, E$)=1, u divides ( y$)2, and so u divides y$.
Thus,
A$
u
(x$)2+B$u \y$u +
2
=
E$
u
C.
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Let A"=A$u=Az, B"=B$u=Bz, and E"=E$u=Esu. Then |E"|<|E|,
and gcd(A", E"R)=gcd(B", R)=1. Let x"=x$=xs, and y"= y$u= yu.
Then
A"(x")2+B"( y")2=E"C.
By induction there exist nonzero integers, A1 , B1 , and E1 , such that A1
and B1 are squarefree, A1 divides A"B", B1 divides B", E1 divides E",
gcd(A1 , E1 , R)=gcd(B1 , E1 R)=1, and there exists a mapping
8": T(A", B", E", R)  T(A1 , B1 , E1 , R)
such that if 8"(x", y")=(x1 , y1), then A1x21+B1 y
2
1+E1C, with x1 | x",
y1 | y", and x"x1<(|B"| ) |E"|, y"y1<(|B"| ) |E"|. Moreover, the mappings
x"  x1 , y"  y1 are both injective. Let
8: T  T1
be defined by
8(x, y)=8"(x", y")=(x1 , y1),
where x" and y" were defined above. Then x1 | x, y1 | y, and
x
x1
=
x
x"
}
x"
x1
=s
x"
x1
|B| ( |B"| ) |E"|(|B| ) |E"|+1(|B| ) |E|,
since s>1, and |E|>1. Similarly, yy1(|B| ) |E|, and the mappings x  x1 ,
y  y1 are both injective. K
We now extend the above results to a wider class of binary recurring
sequences [Wn]. We will make reference to the condition
p | Q O vp(W1)<vp(QW0). (1)
It is worth noting that the normalized sequences [Un] and [Vn] satisfy
this condition.
Lemma 3. If Eq. (1) holds, and p | Q, then for every n1,
vp(Wn)= } } } =vp(W2)=vp(W1)<vp(QW0).
Proof. The statement is true for n=1 by hypothesis. Proceeding by
induction, let n>1.
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Since Wn=PWn&1&QWn&2 and vp(Wn&1)= } } } =vp(W2)=vp(W1)<
vp(QW0), it follows that vp(PWn&1)=vp(Wn&1)<vp(QWn&2), and so
vp(Wn)=vp(Wn&1). K
Let D=BF2 with B a squarefree integer. For n1 define
dn=gcd(W*n , FWn).
It follows that d2n divides I(W) Q
n. Let m2 be an integer such that
vp(W0)(m&1) vp(Q), for all primes p dividing Q.
Lemma 4. If Condition (1) holds, then for every n1, d2n divides I(W) Q
2m.
Proof. As noted above, d2n | I(W) Q
n. If p is a prime and does not divide Q,
then vp(d2n)vp(I(W) Q
n)=vp(I(W) Q2m). Assume now that p divides Q.
We note that gcd(D, Q)=1, and so gcd(F, Q)=1. Since dn divides FWn ,
we have by the Lemma 3 and the definition of m that
vp(d2n)2vp(FWn)=2vp(Wn)<2vp(QW0)2mvp(Q)=vp(Q
2m).
It follows that d2n divides I(W) Q
2m for every n1. K
For every d such that d 2 divides I(W) F2Q2m define
Nd=[n2m | gcd(W*n , FWn)=d].
Theorem 3 (Assuming the ABC Conjecture). Assume that D>0 and
that Condition (1) holds. Then, for every =>0, there are only finitely many
n with
w(Wn)>W =n .
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that 0<=<1. Let
K0>0, depending on =, P, Q, W0 , W1 be such that
w(Wn)K0W =2n
for every n<2m. It suffices to show that for every d, with d dividing
I(W) Q2m, there exists Kd>0, depending on =, P, Q, W0 , W1 , d, such that
w(Wn)KdW =2n for every n # Nd . Once this has been shown, then the
proof is complete by putting K=max(K0 , [Kd | d 2 divides I(W) Q2m]), and
letting n large enough so that K<W =2n .
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Let E=E(d )=I(W) Q2md 2, and define
T=T(1, B, E, rad(Q))
=[(x, y) | x, y1, gcd(x, y)=1,
x2&By2=EC, where rad(C)=rad(Q)].
Note that gcd(B, Q)=1. Let S=[(W*n d, FWn d ) | n # Nd], then from
\W*nd +
2
&B \FWnd +
2
=EQn&2m, (2)
for n # Nd , it follows that ST.
By Lemma 2, there exist non-zero integers A1 , B1 , E1 such that A1 and
B1 are squarefree, A1 | B, B1 | B, E1 | E, gcd(A1 , E1 Q)=gcd(B1 , E1 Q)=1,
and there exist a mapping 8: T  T1 , where
T1=[(x1 , y1) | x1 , y11, gcd(x1 , y1)=1,
A1x21&B1 y
2
1=E1C, where rad(C)=rad(Q)],
with the property that if 8(x, y)=(x1 , y1), then x1 | x, y1 | y, and xx1 ,
yy1<(|B| ) |E|. Moreover, if (W*n d, FWn d )=(x, y) # S, and (x1 , y1)=
8(x, y) # 8(S)=S$, then from Condition (1) it follows that
A1x21&B1 y
2
1=E1Q
n&2m.
Therefore,
}x
2
1
y21
&
B1
A1 }= }
E1 Wn&2m
A1 y21 } }
E1Qn
y21 }
|E( |B| )2 |E| | }Q
n
y2 }=
|E| ( |B| )2 |E| d 2
F2
} } Q
n
W 2n }.
We now show that |QnW 2n | is bounded for all n. Indeed,
} Q
n
W 2n }= }
:n;n
((a:n&b;n)(:&;))2 }= }
D:n;n
a2:2n+b2;2n&2ab:n;n }
= } Da2(:;)n+b2(;:)n&2ab }.
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Since D>0, :;>1, and so the above quantity tends to 0 as n tends to .
Thus, there exists M>0 such that
}x
2
1
y21
&
B1
A1 }M
for every (x1 , y1) # S$. With notation of Lemma 1, (S$)M=<, and so by
Lemma 1 there exists Ld>0, depending on =, d, P, Q, W0 , W1 , such that
w( y1)Ld y=21
for all (x1 , y1) # S$.
Let Kd=Ld ( |B| ) |E| F=2d 1&(=2). From y1FWn d and
w(Wn)w(FWn)dw \FWnd +d( |B| ) |E| w( y1),
we deduce that w(Wn)Kd W =2n for all n # Nd . K
Similar to Corollaries 1 and 2, we have the immediate consequence:
Corollary 3 (Assuming the ABC Conjecture). There exist only finitely
many numbers Wn which are powerful numbers.
Despite the results above, it is a relatively simple matter to construct
linear recurring sequences for which the n th term is powerful with n
arbitrarily large.
Example. Consider the Fibonacci sequence [Fn], F0=0, F1=1, Fn=
Fn&1+Fn&2 . Then F12=144=24342, and it has been conjectured that Fn
is not powerful for n>12 (see [6]).)
Example. More generally, let N denote a large powerful number, and
let x be an integer satisfying N - 5<x<2+N - 5. Define a recurring
sequence [Wk], k0, by
Wk =Wn+wlog 2(N)x
=\ 1- 5+\
x+N - 5
2 +\
1+- 5
2 +
n
&\x&N - 52 +\
1&- 5
2 +
n
,
where n is defined as n=k&wlog2(N)x. It is easy to show that the sequence
[Wk] is a linear recurring sequence of positive integers that is increasing
with k, and moreover, with k=wlog2(N)x one has Wk=N.
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